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Abstract— This study aims to find a mathematics model of the heat loss of dry steam flow in the insulated pipelines. In the high enthalpy geothermal
Field, the dry steam producing from the wells is conveyed to the power plant that far enough from the steam Field, through pipelines which are
insulated for avoiding excessive heat losses. The heat loss is calculated based on convection and conduction heat transfer mechanism in pipe flow. The
result shows the mathematics model of heat loss is a simple but adequate. It identified by comparing between calculated heat loss and measured. It is
1.5 – 5.5 % discrepancy. This study can be developed by involving condensation process, and as well as radiation heat transfer mechanism, which
influence heat losses in pipe flow.
Index Terms— dry steam, geothermal field, heat losses, high enthalpy, pipeline, insulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Utilization of geothermal resources, especially for large-scale
power plants (5 to hundreds of MW), involves efforts to extract
heat as much as possible from the geothermal fluid produced
by wells that have been drilled at high costs. In addition,
excessive heat loss when steam is transmitted through pipe to
a power plant which has several kilo meters distance, must be
avoided. Heat loss will cause a decreasing vapor fraction in
the fluid, which is not desirable because it is not in accordance
with the design of the facility at the power plant. The X
geothermal Field is a vapor dominated steam, high enthalpy
system.
This study is to examine and find equations or mathematical
models of heat loss of dry steam pipe flow in the X geothermal
field that have a few steam gathering pipes. The mathematical
models of heat loss are made for certain type of insulator, with
respect to the constraint i.e. the surface of the insulated pipe
must not exceed temperature permitted by work safety and
security standards on geothermal fields in Indonesia. In this
study, the design of pipeline is assumed to be straight line and
horizontally (no loop). Besides, the contact thermal resistance
- the factor that caused a drop in temperature across an
interface - is absence or neglected. [1].The mathematical
model as a result of this study can be used as an initial
consideration in the construction of new pipe lines on the X
geothermal field and other geothermal field in Indonesia which
have similar characteristic.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The heat loss calculation has made based on the basic
operation parameter, and applied heat transfer mechanism of
conductive, and convection. Assumed no radiation heat
transfer mechanism. The heat transfer coefficient, h from the
fluid flowing through pipe to the pipe wall, as well as air, is
determined by applying Dittus-Boelter equation, that
introducing dimensionless numbers known in fluid mechanics
course i.e. Nusselt, Prandtl, and Reynolds.
The mathematical model of heat transfer for each section has
been developed by varying insulation thickness. Calculated
heat loss using the model, then compared with the heat loss
actual (measured) at each section of pipeline.
2.1 Geothermal Pipeline
The steam pipe of geothermal has a bigger diameter than
crude pipeline. They generally have a large diameter (>500

mm) with relative low pressures steam inside (<10 bar gauge).
The big size of diameter is needed, because the mass flow
rate required for a high capacity of power plant is high. The
minimum specific gross electrical power is produced by a well
is (26.12kW/(kg/s)) when its reservoir temperature is 171.4oC
at sink temperature of 60oC. The maximum value is 128.56
kW/(kg/s) produced a well at reservoir temperature of 286.5oC
and sink temperature of 45oC. These values are calculated at
their optimum separator temperatures [2].
An example of the physical condition of steam pipe in a
geothermal field is showed in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The geothermal steam pipeline transmit steam from wells to
the power plant. [3].

2.2 insulation Technology for Geothermal Steam Pipe
The geothermal steam pipe lines are normally insulated by
calcium silicate, fiberglass or rock wool, insulating material
and clad by a thin aluminium composite sheet [4]. Calcium
Silicate has a thermal conductivity of 0,065 W/m.K, is an
asbestos-free insulation product that can withstand high
temperatures .[5].
The main function of this material is to reduce heat because
the material has a high heat resistance and boiling point up to
650 o C. [6].
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TABLE 1
BASIC OPERATION PARAMATER

2.3 Data Design and Operation Parameter
The X geothermal Field have six networks of pipeline, which
transmit steam from produced wells to power plant. For the
purposes of this study, one of the six networks pipeline has
been chosen i.e. a network of pipeline – steam gathering pipes
- with 14 wells in 5 clusters. The network of the pipelines is
shown by Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. The nine sections of pipe to transmit dry steam from well
cluster to the power plant. [7]

𝑅
= 1/(
𝑥𝐴
)
(4)
Where the magnitude of the thermal resistances of unit area of
superheated steam, force convection is 0.003 - 0.03 [W/m2 K].
[8].
𝑅

The basic operation parameter used in this study is shown in
Table 1.
In this study the thermophysical properties of fluid i.e. density,
thermal conductivity, specific heat at constant pressure,
dynamic and kinematic viscosity, and velocity are assumed
constant.
2.4 Heat Transfer of Steam Flow Through Pipe
If all heat of fluid is transferred through convection mechanism
along the inside wall of pipe, then Newton's law defines of
cooling by convection [8] is as follow as:
𝑄 =  𝐴wall (T wall – T fluid)

=

( ⁄ )

(5)
𝑅
(6)

= 1/(

𝑥𝐴

)

Where the magnitude of the thermal resistances of unit area of
air, free convection is 0.03 - 0.2[W/m2 /K]. [9].
For the pipe with insulation material and cladding, the equation
3 become:

 𝑅 = 𝑅 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 (𝑖𝑛) + 𝑅 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 +  𝑅 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 +
𝑅 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑅 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒(𝑜𝑢𝑡)
(7)

(1)

Where,
Q = heat flow [W or J/s] through the wall of a pipe
Tw = wall temperature [oC or o K]
Tm = free stream fluid temperature [oC or o K]
h = convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]
A = surface or expose area [m2 ]

Then the formula used in the heat losses calculation is as
follow:
𝑄 = 𝐶 (𝑇 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 – 𝑇 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔)
(8)

2.5 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient
In heat transfer of fluid flow through a pipe that involve
mechanism of conduction, convection and radiation, it can be
used overall heat transfer coefficient to combine together the
effects of conduction, convection and radiation. The overall
heat transfer coefficient can be expressed in term of thermal
resistance as:
U = 1/ R
(2)
 R = R steam (in) + R wall (pipe) + R surface(out)
(3)

Where,
𝐶 = 1/𝑈
(9)
The formula used in determining overall heat transfer
coefficient, which neglecting radiation effect of dry steam flow,
for calcium calcite insulated pipe with a thin clad of aluminium
sheet, is as follow as,

Where,
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TABLE 2
HEAT LOSS MATHEMATICAL MODEL, CALCULATED AND
MEASURED

The formula used in the wall temperature calculation
(assumed that T fluid is constant) is as follow as, [6]:

Section

Math. Model

Calculated
Heat Loss
(W/m)
226.43

Calculated Vs
Actual (%)

1

y = 4207,3x-0,7
y = 3518,6x

-0,705

185.47

5.34

3

y = 5155,3x

-0,691

288.09

5.20

4

y = 4185,8x-0,699

226.23

9.51

y = 4208,7x

-0,7

226.52

7.69

y = 4212,5x

-0,7

226.73

5.65

-0,696

247.48

5.89

317.43

2.90

370.95

2.49

2

𝑇 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 − ( ))
(11)

5
6
7

y = 4522x

8

y = 6136,7x-0,686

9

Fig. 3. The schematic of multlayer cylindrical thermal resistance
network: R convection-1, R conduction-1, R conduction-2, R
convection-2.[10.]

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Mathematical model of the heat loss for the pipe network
showed a magnitude of the base (basis) number increase with
the size of pipe, and the power of x is almost not change. It
means the heat loss increase with increment of the size of
pipe.
In general, the equation of heat loss in pipe flow can be write
as,
𝑦 (𝑥) = 𝑎. 𝑥
Where, a is suspected as a constant that related to the pipe
diameter (OD ID), and b is a constant that related to the
mechanism of heat transfer and as well as the characteristic
thermal (conductivity thermal) of the insulation.
The
mathematics model of the heat loss in pipe flow for each
section of pipeline is shown by Table 2.
In comparing between the calculated heat loss and measured
heat loss for each section, there are differences (in
percentage) respectively section i.e. 1.48 (section 1), 5.34
(section 2), 5.20 (section 3), 9.51 (section 4), 7.67 (section 5),
5.69 (section 6), 5.89 (section 7), 2.90 (section 8), 2.49
(section 9).
The result shown the mathematical model of heat loss is
simple but adequate. It identified by comparing between
calculated heat loss and measured at pipe section 1, 2, 3, 8
and 9. It is in range 1.5 – 5.5 % discrepancy.
There is significant deviation at pipe sections 4, 5, 6, and 7.
That can be explained as follow as:

y = 6958x

-0,679

1.48

Pipe section 4: the difference is caused by well condition in
cluster 4 which supply steam to the pipe section 4, i.e. one
well is not producing [11] or in shut in condition (no flow with
low temperature). This condition caused a part of heat at
pipe’s junction of 4 and 5 section transfer to low temperature.
That may cause an existence of turbulence flow, that is not
considered in this study.
Pipe section 5: the differences is caused by the measurement
equipment is damage.
Pipe section 6 and 7: pipe section 6 and 7 is the continuation
of section 4 and 5 (Fig.2), so the discrepancy is caused by
affecting of circumstances in section 4 and 5.

4. CONCLUSION
The heat loss mathematical model is adequate with
discrepancy of about 1.5 – 5.5 % between model and
measurement. The study can be developed by involving
condensation process, and radiation heat transfer mechanism,
to make the perfect model.
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